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Good morning comrades. In true 
Commie fashion, the points are 
pretty evenly allocated across the 
league, with the battle for positions 
2 through 5 tighter than a co-ed’s 
butt cheeks. Let’s see how everyone 
fared in Russia. But first, a recap: 
 

• P1 Rosberg, P2 Odious 
Lewis, P3 Raikkonen, P4 
Bottas, P5 Massa, P6 
Alonso, P7 Magnussen, P8 
Grosjean, P9 Perez, P10 
Button 

• Only 2 of 8 teams picked 
Rosberg to win; 6 teams 
picked Hamilton 

• The top 5 teams correctly 
predicted the Mercedes 
front-row lockout 

• The bottom 3 teams all had 
Vettel in P2 

• All 8 teams had a Mercedes 
car crossing the line first 
(what excitement we’ve 
seen this season on that 
front….) 
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JBone 
Got to meet Putin as the winner of the 
Russian GP Predictor with 39 points. 
He sits 5th overall with 115 points. His 
race was made by correctly predicting 
Rosberg and Hamilton as 1, 2 (with the 
bonus points for getting the race 
winner). He also predicted Rosberg on 
the pole. It was a steep drop off after 
that with many, many zeros. There 
were whispers in the Williams garage 
about “no respect” and “what a cunt” 
when JBone’s predictions were 
revealed. 

 
Osogno Racing 
Also racked up 39 points, but came in 
second place by virtue of putting 
Hamilton in 1 and Rosberg in 2. 
Osogno is the overall leader with 142 
points. His lead is almost big enough to 
afford him a free pit stop. Predicting 
Raikkonen in P3 and Perez in P9 
highlighted his Russian GP. Although 
not direct hits, Osogno seems to have a 
good read on the Williams potential. 
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Scuderia Drew 
Had its best race of the young season, 
grabbing his first podium with 37 
points, just off the pace. Scuderia Drew 
sits 7th with 97 points, but within 
striking distance of the pack with its 
consistent race results. Its race was 
highlighted by being the only other 
team to correctly pick Rosberg, 
Hamilton as 1, 2. Those were most of 
the points it got, but that was enough. 
With the Mercedes, Mercedes, Ferrari, 
Ferrari, Red Bull, Red Bull rankings, 
Scuderia Drew left little doubt how he 
views the constructors. 
 
O'Brien Red Bull Audi 
 Cruised across in a mid-field 5th (24 
points), but is tied for 2nd overall with 
117 points. It was one of the two teams 
to get the proper cars on the podium 
and could have had a field day if it had 
correctly predicted the Rosberg win 
(instead of P2). As might be expected, 
it put Red Bull in P4 and P7, but 
O’BRBA also showed a particular 
fondness for the junior team, slotting 
them in P9 and P10. It will be 
interesting to see if it values the man or 
the machine more this week, with 
Verstappen getting to drive the big boy 
car. 

Spanish GP 

“If you’re not first, you’re 
last”  

– Ricky Bobby’s 
Dad 
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FO Racing  
Came home in 6th with only 14 points 
and is 6th overall with 100 points, 
which is well below any other team that 
has participated in all four races to 
date. In the spirit of trying to be 
positive, its picks of Alonso at P8 and 
Magnussen at P10 were decent 
selections. It also put two of the correct 
cars on the podium (selecting 
Hamilton, Vettel, Rosberg) but in a 
terrible order. That close-but-not-
right-at-all podium was identical for the 
bottom three teams. 

 
Schweizer F1 
Took 4th place in this race (35 points) 
and sits 4th overall (116 points). 
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Schweizer F1 showed promising 
consistency, scoring points for 5 of the 
10 positions, including a 10 pointer for 
Grosjean in P7. Close by no cigar was 
the issue here, as a few tweaks could 
have brought home the bacon to roost. 

PIT ROAD HOOLIGANS 
Didn’t lose! It came in 7th with 12 
points, but sits in the overall basement 
with only 33 points. As noted above, its 
podium didn’t pan out. But, with the 
lucky number 7 pick (the only non-
podium selection), PRH selected 
Alonso. What is going through the 
mind of the PRH management in the 
run up to qualifying; that is what 
everyone else in the paddock is 
wondering. 
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Tonka BMW 
Well, you can’t win ‘em all. Kvyat must 
have repeatedly assaulted Tonka BMW on 
track because it couldn’t even beat PRH, 
despite making predictions for all 
positions. It limped across the line dead 
last with 11 points, but is still tied for 
second overall with 117 points. One of 
the rumors discussed on Autosport.com is 
that Tonka BMW is blaming Kvyat and 
Guiterrez for scrambling the result. 
Better luck in Spain? 
 
With that, we’re off to Spain, where all 
the Pit Road Hooligan teams will try to 
make absurd predictions based upon FP 
times. Who will break the mid-field 
logjam? Will anyone catch Osogno 
Racing? 



 

• Daniil Kvyat will struggle to pave a career in Formula 1 after his 
demotion to Toro Rosso, writes Kevin Eason in The Times. 

 
• Honda are saving up their engine development tokens for a 

substantial upgrade according to motorsport chief Yusuke 
Hasegawa. "We'd like to use tokens effectively rather than 
gradually," he said. 

 
• World champion Lewis Hamilton has appeared to boast about 

smoking a shisha pipe and drinking tequila on his Snapchat account. 
He posted his party pics just days after the Russian Grand Prix in 
Sochi, where he was once again beaten to the win by Mercedes 
team-mate Nico Rosberg. 

 
• Verstappen's former race engineer Xevi Pujolar has confirmed that 

he has left Toro Rosso, following reports of an argument with team 
boss Franz Tost at the Russian Grand Prix. 

• Leading teams, including Mercedes and Red Bull, want to see 
Ecclestone replaced as the sport's figurehead. 

 
 

Charlie’s Chatter 

If these tracks could 

talk - John Szabo 

The first Spanish grand prix was held in 1913 
on a 300 km touring car circuit, things have 
changed a bit since then.  The current track 
outside of Barcelona has been used since 
1991, a favorite city of many F1 drivers who 
enjoy the nightlife and tapas.  The GP was 
intended to alternate between Barcelona and 
a street circuit in Valencia every other 
year.  Valencia, however, would pave the 
way for other cities (Boston) and pull out of 
the race schedule without much reason. 

Michael Schumacher has the most wins in 
Spain (6).  Among active drivers, Ferrari's 
Kimi Raikkonen and McLaren's Fernando 
Alonso each have 2 victories. 

In recent memory, Ferrari provided the most 
controversy at the 2010 grand prix.  Many 
believed Ferrari to be using subliminal 
messages with the Marlboro "barcode" decal 
that we are all familiar with.  Let's see if they 
attempt to pull a stunt like that again 
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We have a few new developments to report on the 
tyre front for the Spanish GP. First, this is the first 
race where we haven’t had SS, Soft and Medium. 
Instead, the SS has been dropped in favour of the 
orange Hard. In effect, we’ve shifted one level harder. 
Second, this is the first race for which teams made 
their tyre selection after having some race data. The 
previous selections were made pre-season. What does 
all this mean? 
 
The pre-season testing was done at this Barcelona 
track, so the teams are pretty familiar with the tyre 
wear there, which is high! Mercedes did its pre-season 
testing exclusively on the Medium and Soft 
compounds, while the other teams tried out a variety 
of rubber. 
 
In 2015, with only Medium and Hard available, most 
teams went for a two stop strategy -- going Medium, 
Medium, Hard. A few opted for a third stop (and 
another set of Mediums) and a few stuck with the two 
stops, but went Medium, Hard, Medium. For 
reference purposes, a fresh set of Mediums was run 
for about 25 to 30 laps of the 66 total laps. This year 
promises to be quite different.  
 
Out with the Hards, in with the Softs. Most teams 
have taken the bare minimum (1) of the Hards. We 
probably won’t even see it during the race unless 
some team tries a bold strategy like Red Bull deployed 
in Russia, when it tried (and failed) to run Mediums 
from lap 1 to the end. Teams are fairly divided 
between the Mediums and Softs, while definitely 
favoring the yellows. Mercedes took five Mediums 
and seven Softs (and remember: Mercedes knows a lot 
about these compounds on this track). Ferrari went a 
bit more aggressive with four Mediums and eight 
Softs. See the graphic below for the complete 
elections. Let’s discuss how these might be used. 
Teams need to save some of the Softs for qualifying. 
Most everyone is going to be running Softs in Q2. 
Those that make it to Q3 will get to use a new, Q3-
specific pair of Softs for their Q3 runs. Afterwards 
though, they have to return that set to Pirelli and 
those top 10 cars must start the race on the tyres they 
used to set their fastest lap in Q2. In other words, 
they’ll be starting the race on a set of used Softs. 
Meanwhile, the back half of the field will be able to 
start on the brand spankin’ new set of softs that they 
didn’t get to use in Q3. Some joker might try to start 
on Mediums, just to run a different strategy, so look 

Tyre me out 
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out for that too.  
Will the teams be able to follow the same strategy as 2015, 
swapping Mediums for Hards, and Softs for Mediums. In other 
words, go Soft, Soft, Medium? If they do, after the opening 15 to 25 
laps, the cars will pit and take on another pair of Softs. Run some 
more and finish in Mediums. That’s three sets of Softs right there 
(Q2/First stint, Q3, and Second stint) and we haven’t even talked 
about Q1 or any of the FPs. So it’s easy to see how Ferrari thinks it 
might need 8 of the Softs. On the other hand, will the Softs degrade 
too quickly and force teams to run, Soft, Medium, Medium? Or 
even add a third pit stop? Let’s see how it pans out. 
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You may not have noticed, but Jenson Button and Jessica Michibata 
(pictured on the right) have split after less than a year of marriage. 
The F1 driver and the top Japanese-Argentine model, 31, had been 
dating for five years before marrying. "Jenson and Jessica have 
decided to go their separate ways and it is very amicable. There is 
no-one else involved," the 35-year-old F1 driver's representative 
said. Other drivers were whispering how the couple had never lived 
together.  

Wag of the week 
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Button, extremely broken up over the failed marriage, 
has recently been seen with model Brittny Ward, 25. 
Ward (pictured on the left), who was crowned Miss 
January 2015 by Playboy last year – was first linked to 
Jenson after the pair were spotted looking loved-up on 
several occasions leading up to the start of Formula One 
2016 season. The American beauty recently shared an 
instagram of the two cuddling on an idyllic beach. While 
Honda McLaren expects an engine upgrade in time for 
the Spanish GP, it appears that Button cashed in his 
upgrade tokens this past winter.  


